The Knighton
Sustainable Washroom
Guide
High-traffic washrooms now need to
be Green as well as Clean. This guide
can show you how.
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Cleaning
Toilets, Sinks, Tiles and Urinals
EC9 e:dose Super Concentrated Washroom
Cleaner (Code CH308A)
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Green - 1 litre makes 100 reusable spray bottles or 50 buckets
of solution. Compared with using ‘ready-to-use’ trigger spray
bottles, this can reduce chemical use by
up to 50% and plastic waste by up to 98%.
Clean - effective against bacteria and enveloped viruses,
including coronavirus (EN 1276 bactericidal test, EN 14476
virucidal suspension test and EN 16777 virucidal surface test).

Hard Surfaces and Floors
EC6 e:dose Super Concentrated All-Purpose Hard Surface
Cleaner (Code CH309)
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Green - 1 litre makes up to 100 reusable spray bottles or 50 buckets of
solution. Compared with using ‘ready-to-use’ disposable spray bottles,
this can reduce chemical use by up to 50% and plastic waste by up to
98%.
Clean - all purpose neutral formulation for daily general cleaning of all
washable hard surfaces, including mirrors and floors (damp mopping or
spray cleaning with a high speed floor machine).

100% Recycled Wet
Floor Sign
(Code FC052)
Green - made from 100%
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Mop Refill System
(Code FC1389)

recycled plastic.
Green - reusable mop socket allows mop head refills to be used
Clean - allows efficient

when needed, reducing plastic waste.

cleaning with patented
non-tip design.

Clean - colour coded sockets and three refill choices: The Big White
(made from non-woven spun lace), yarn or twine.

Paper
Toilet Tissue Dispenser Systems
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k-One Toilet Tissue Dispenser (Code WH900)
Green - controlled, measured consumption can reduce paper waste
by up to 50%. Used with EU Ecolabel k-One toilet tissue.
Clean - the user only needs to touch the sheet they use and not the
dispenser or multiple sheets, eliminating cross-contamination and
improving hygiene.

North Shore Orbit Toilet Tissue Dispenser (Code WH1006)
Green - tension controlled dispensing and a system that allows access to just one roll
at a time ensures minimal overuse and waste. Used with the North Shore toilet tissue
it has an industry beating tissue breakdown time.
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Clean - a mighty 4 roll capacity ensuring high-traffic washrooms never run out. The
rolls are kept locked, clean, hygienic and protected.

Hand Towel Dispenser Systems
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Satino Centrefeed Dispenser Plus (Code WH1251)
Green - can reduce waste by up to 30% with dispensing controlled to one
sheet at a time.
Clean - the user only needs to touch the sheet they use and not the dispenser
or multiple sheets, eliminating cross-contamination and improving hygiene.

k-One Mechanical Hands Free Towel Dispenser (Code WH752)
Green - the sheets are an optimal size of just 23.5cm in length and dispensing is controlled
to 1 sheet at a time, ensuring efficient usage and minimal waste.
Clean - the user only needs to touch the sheet they use and not the dispenser or multiple
sheets, eliminating cross-contamination and improving hygiene.
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Handcare
Hand Soap Dispenser Systems
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k-One Foam Soap Dispenser (Code WH902)
Green - compared to a bulk refill system, a cartridge refill system can
reduce plastic waste by up to 5 times, and ensure optimum product use
with 2,500 measured doses versus around 800 unmeasured from the bulk
refill dispenser.
Clean - new sterile pump fitted with each cartridge ensures no bacteria
build up or cross-contamination.

Hand Sanitiser Dispenser Systems
k-San Automatic Cartridge Refill Dispenser (Code WH1105)
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Green - compared to a bulk refill system, a cartridge refill system can reduce
plastic waste by up to 5 times, and ensure optimum product use with 2,500
measured doses versus around 800 unmeasured from the bulk refill dispenser.
Clean - touch-free automatic dispensing and new sterile pump fitted with
each cartridge, ensures no bacteria build up or cross-contamination.

Talk to us today about how to achieve
a Clean and Green washroom
01332 811810 / sales@knightonjanitorial.com
www.knightonjanitorial.com

Knighton Janitorial
Unit 18, Willow Road

T. 01332 811810

Trent Lane Industrial Estate

E. sales@knightonjanitorial.com

Castle Donington, DE74 2NP

W. www.knightonjanitorial.com

